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1. Summary
This deliverable presents CHAMELEONS state-of-the-art toolkit. The toolkit includes two parts.
The first part includes an analysis of learning platforms in order to support decision making for
implementation of Chameleons modules. The second part is a Google classroom
implementation of relevant learning resources identified in Chameleons project available for
the consortium.

2. State of the art toolkit
The overall aim of CHAMELONS is to develop a range of interdisciplinary, inter-sectoral and
international modules which are designed to broaden the skills of PhD graduates and improve
their employability in academic and non-academic environments.
The goal of this section is to deliver useful content for choosing the optimal toolset for delivering
the learning content of the modules that will be provided by CHAMELEONS. Therefore, the
deliverable will derive requirements for tool choices from the design workshops (i.e. the one
already done). This way, we can justify technological setup with pedagogical goals, and link the
learning objectives with the functionalities of the tools to be used.

2.1 Requirements
Towards the selection of the optimal technological platform a set of requirements must be
defined. In this respect, the workshops that have been organized by WP1 for the design of the
modules have been used for the extraction of the requirements that a technological solution for
the implementation of the modules must include. Those requirements do not coincide with those
for the state-of-the art toolkit, which involves the outcome of the needs analysis and the
integration of the appropriate modules.
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Figure 1 Illustration of the personas of PhD Graduates

The cornerstone of the requirements extraction process are the ‘Personas’ , i. e., imaginary
students that aim to pursue careers either in academia, industry, or between both of these
sectors.
During the workshops +++ (more information on the workshop details)
Specific learning goals have been defined for the first module,. These goals are the following:
1.
Develop networking and communication skills.
2.
Understand ethical user centred research design.
3.
Marketing research capacity and research skills.
4.
Building an understanding of yourself and others.
Based on the workshop outcomes, specific actions have been defined in order to meet those
goals, while through the closest analysis of the actions, specific requirements have been
extracted. Concerning the technological platform these requirements include:
1.
synchronous and asynchronous education
2.
group and personal HomeWorks/projects
3.
networking between learners (chat, or through social media)
4.
feedback from student to teacher
5.
student specific content
6.
structured/unstructured content
7.
type of content supported (videos, polls)
8.
gamification
9.
map student activity and progress
10.
news items (e.g. from twitter etc.)
11.
user friendly and funny (depression issues)
12.
avoid cultural barriers??? (multilanguage?)

2
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2.2 Technological platforms and products
A plethora of tools focusing on education and that are available in the market, have been
identified. According to g2.com, which is Peer Review Site (PRS) for available software solution
targeting education purposes ?????. In general, according to the definition provided by g2.com
, “Education software is a massive, all-encompassing term used to refer to any and all software
designed for use in the education industry”. The education software can be categorized in
several areas, such as:
academic advising
academic scheduling
classroom management
Learning management system
School management
…
It is worthy to mention that several software tools can be included in more than one category.
Figure 2 provides a visual representation of the availability of such tools.

Figure 2 Different categories of Education related products. The font size denotes the number of such products.

Table 1 provides the most popular product for each of the identified categories according to
g2.com.
Table 1 Most popular products for each education related category

Category
Higher Education
Student Information
Systems

product

description
Education Cloud connects students, staff
and alumni with integrated solutions for K20 education
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K-12
Student
Information Systems

PowerSchool SIS offers you key flexibility,
interoperability, and ease-of-use to help
meet current hybrid education needs and
set you up for future success

Learning Management
System

Canvas enables easy integration of the
content, tools, and services that teachers
need and students want.

Classroom
Management Software

ClassDojo is a simple classroom
management using positive feedback and
parent communication.

Assessment Software

With Kahoot!, anyone can create and
deliver engaging learning experiences known as kahoots - on any topic within
minutes.

Study Tools

Quizlet helps students (and their
teachers) practice and master whatever
they are learning. Users can search a
database of millions of pre-created study
sets on thousands of topics, or create their
own custom study sets.
Learning with Duolingo is fun and
addictive. Earn points for correct answers,
race against the clock, and level up.

Language
Software

Learning

Online
Providers

Course

School Management
Software

Special
Software

4

Education

LinkedIn Learning, the leading online
learning platform, helps organizations
increase learner engagement and
develop the skills they need today and
tomorrow.
Web filtering in today's schools is about
more than blocking websites; it's about
keeping students safe from inappropriate
content to things like bullying, self-harm,
and violence while still allowing the
learning
and
collaboration
mobile
technology brings.
get the right information in front of the right
people at the right time.
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Reference
Management Software

Mendeley is a desktop and web program
for managing and sharing research
papers, discovering research data and
collaborating online.

Virtual
Software

Zoom brings teams together to get more
done in a frictionless and secure video
environment.

Classroom

Tutoring Software

Technical
Skills
Development Software

School Transportation
Software

Online
Software

Proctoring

Online
Platform

Learning

Library Management
Software

Financial
Aid
Management Software

TutorTrac is the complete management
solution developed for the specific needs
of learning, writing, tutoring, academic
skills and other centers that support
students in higher education.
With our platform, you can evaluate the
technical abilities of your teams, align
learning to key business objectives and
close skills gaps in critical areas like
cloud, design, security, mobile and data.
eSchool is a school management
software which helps school manage
functions such as fees, results, transport,
online examination, hostel, etc. The
eSchool App is a mobile tool for the
parents which helps to keep parents
informed, happy and impressed.
Online exam proctoring solution.

Udemy for Business helps companies
stay competitive in today’s rapidly
changing workplace by offering fresh, ondemand learning content through a
powerful content marketplace.
Destiny Library Manager is an interactive
solution that allows librarians and staff to
keep real-time track of inventory and
media assets and allows students digital
means of discovery and reading.
Deliver an intuitive and modern financial
aid experience for students. Ellucian
Banner(R) Financial Aid is designed to
process the highly complex activities
inherent to higher education.
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Infinite Campus is a comprehensive, Webbased K-12 student information system
(SIS)
with
real-time
access
to
administration,
instruction,
communication, curriculum, reporting and
more.
Canvas enables easy integration of the
content, tools, and services that teachers
need and students want.

Curriculum
Management Software

get the right information in front of the right
people at the right time.

Classroom Messaging
Software

Remind helps teachers reach students
and parents where they are.

Admissions
and
Enrollment
Management Software

SchoolAdmin
creates
integrated
admissions, enrollment, and tuition
management software to help private and
independent K-12 schools—and the
people who run them—thrive.
EMS Software provides EMS meeting and
room scheduling solutions to their
customers as a subscription-based cloud
service.

Academic
Software

Scheduling

Academic
Software

Advising

get the right information in front of the right
people at the right time.

However, after an extensive analysis of the goals of each category we have identified that the
software category that describes better the goal of the state-of-the-art toolkit is the Learning
Management Systems (LMS).
According to the g2.com ,
“Learning management systems (LMSs) are platforms designed to help instructors manage
educational coursework online. They provide educators with a single platform for making
course material accessible online, including lesson content, assignments, and assessments.
LMSs are used to help streamline the delivery of online learning for educational institutions,
allowing for a more connected and accessible educational experience for students.
An LMS enables instructors to build digital courses that include various types of content, such
as syllabi, lectures, multimedia files, and readings, as well as distribute assignments to students.
6
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LMSs also offer online assessment functionality, such as quizzes and tests. Communication
features enable instructors to communicate with students and parents via direct messages,
mobile notifications, and discussion forums.”
The main characteristics of those products are the following:
Provide a platform for educators to deliver online course content to students
Distribute assignments to students and allow instructors to grade student work
Administer digital assessments to students
Facilitate individualized feedback on student work, such as through written comments
or grading rubrics
Generate performance dashboards for tracking student progress
Contain gradebook functionality or integrate with third-party gradebooks
The common ground between the software tools included in this category is that they serve as
central hubs where teachers and professors can upload and organize course material for
students.
Schools and universities use learning management systems to reduce the use of paper, as well
as make documents available out of the classroom. In particular, under the pandemic situation,
the use of such systems increased dramatically.

Figure 3 Evaluation of LMS in terms of users' satisfaction and market presence

In order to select the tool that is more appropriate for the goals of the module, more attention
was paid on those software solutions that are present in the upper right corner of Figure 3.
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It is worthy to mention here, that for the evaluation of the LMS, several peer-to-peer review
sites have been investigated, and the evaluation results may differ from site to site. However,
for the major LMS, only slight differences have been identified.
Based on g2.com the most popular Learning Management System (LMS) products used by
Education professionals are the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Canvas (https://www.instructure.com/canvas)
Google Classroom (https://edu.google.com/products/classroom/)
Blackboard Learn (https://www.blackboard.com/)
TalentLMS (https://www.talentlms.com/)
Schoology (https://www.schoology.com/)
Moodle (https://moodle.com/)

Figure 4 provides more details on the evaluation of the aformentioned products.

Figure 4 Evaluation of most popular LMS, according to review comments from g2.com

For an extensive analysis, and in order to select the most appropriate tool for the state-of the
art toolkit, we considered the first three most popular products (Canvas, Google classroom and
Blackboard). However, in four of the partners involved in CHAMELEONS (UOulu, UCD, UPorto
and AUTH), Moodle is extensively used as a learning management system. For this reason, we
included it in the analysis

Figure 5 overview of the three commercial products.

According to https://www.softwaresuggest.com/, a website dedicated to compare different
software solutions, an extensive comparison between the three commercial products was
performed1.

1

https://www.softwaresuggest.com/blog/blackboard-vs-moodle-vs-canvas/#
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In this respect, their evaluation was applied in the following dimensions: (1) Integration
capacity, (2) custom user interfaces, (3) multilingual, (4) offline learning and (5) payment plans.
According to the carried out evaluation, the report concludes that every model has different
useful features. The evaluation of the different products, according to the aforementioned
dimensions is shown in Table 2.
Table 2 Comparison of main three LMS products

Learning goal
Instructions methods

Blended Learning
Self-paced Learning
Interactive courses
Virtual classroom

Course development
Course authoring tool
feature
Administrative feature Resource
management
Student portal
Work offline
Define user roles
Assessment method

Testing
Goal setting
Skills tracking

However, in order to enrich the investigation of the product that will be finally used, google
classroom was added in the list as it was found in the second place of the g2.com evaluation.
A detailed comparison between the four products is performed by g2.com. The following
figures depict the evaluation of those products with respect to different dimensions.
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As a common ground for all the evaluations that have been identified is that in order to reach an
outcome you have to begin by sorting your requirements, and then you will be able to easily pick
the best-suited one.
According to the evaluation performed above, we have reached the conclusion that all of the 4
products cover the requirements specified initially. The selection of the final product will be
based on slight differences. Based on the evaluation google Classroom was selected. The
rationale behind the decision was that (1) it covers the specified requirements, (2) it cored better
in critical criteria, (3) it is free and registration is easy and (4) the maintenance is simpler

2.3 Identified modules
As part of WP1 work, a survey was conducted among students and program directors to identify
modules/courses that the participants attended or developed, that help PhD students promote
their career inside or outside academia. Seventeen modules in total were identified from the
received questionnaires , 14 proposed by young researchers and 3 by program directors. These
courses are reported in detail in D1.2.
Additionally, students were asked what courses they believe that should have been taken in
order to enhance their career opportunities. The students propose three more topics which will
be included in the toolkit:
1. Time management/ Mental health during PhD
2. Business related courses

12
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3. Scientific writing and presentations

Since the aim was to include these modules in the state-of-the-art toolkit, we attempted to track
these courses and explore their availability. In some cases, the courses were publicly available.
In cases that the courses were not available, we searched for alternate courses from Open
platforms, with similar content.
Since there are numerous platforms providing online courses, we identified some of the most
popular ones, as described in Table 3. For each course we searched for alternative courses in
these platforms. In cases that no alternative course was identified in these platforms, we
searched in YouTube channels and written guides.
Table 3 Platforms with free Online courses

Platform
Coursera
Stanford Online
FutureLearn
OpenCourses
MITOPENCOURSEW
ARE
OpenCulture
IEEEtv
udacity

Link
https://www.coursera.org/
https://online.stanford.edu/free-courses
https://www.futurelearn.com/courses
https://opencourses.gr
https://ocw.mit.edu/#

Availability
Free Register
Free Register
Free Register
Open
Open

https://www.openculture.com/freeonlinecourses
https://ieeetv.ieee.org/
https://www.udacity.com/

Free Register
Open
Free Register

We reviewed the results based on the following criteria: (i) content match, (ii) free access, (iii)
continuous availability. The results are presented in Table 4, Table 5 and Table 6 with the
structural details of each course and the keywords used for the search.
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Table 4 Courses identified from the students’ questionnaire.

No

Keywords

Course Title

Description

Platform

1

{Academic Career,
Developing,
Managing}

Career Management
for Early Career
Academic
Researchers

Future
Learn

2

{Creative Thinking, Mastering the Art of
Design Thinking, Creative Thinking &
Innovation}
Innovation, Part1,
Part2

Explore different career options,
learn what you want out of a
career and understand how to
implement good career
decisions.
Creative thinking and innovation
are vital components in both our
personal and professional lives.
But boosting your creative and
innovative abilities takes training
and practice. Recognizing and
honing your own creative
potential is a process.

Creative Thinking
and Innovation
Stanford Webinar Design Thinking =
Method, Not Magic

Stanford Webinar Apply Design
Thinking in Your
Work

14

In this webinar Bill Burnett,
consulting assistant professor
and master in design thinking at
Stanford University, as he shares
three barriers organizations face
when adopting an innovative
culture and how to overcome
them.

Type of
Availability
Activity
Course
Free Register
(asynchronous
lectures)

YouTube

video/lecture

Open

YouTube

video/lecture

Open

YouTube

video/lecture

Open

YouTube

video/lecture

Open
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Education for All:
Disability, Diversity
and Inclusion
Inclusive Education:
Essential Knowledge
for Success

Understanding
Diversity and
Inclusion
5

6

{Career,
Developing,
Science}

{PhD, industry}

Academic Career
Development | How
to Become a
Successful Scientist |
A Workshop for
Students
Building a Scientific
Career Development
Plan
PhD Careers in
Industry

Passage2Pro Podcast
by Tina Person

Discover ways to make education
more inclusive, especially in areas
where resources are limited.
Discover what inclusive
education really is, explore its
benefits and learn to implement
it at system, school and
classroom level.
Develop your attitudes, skills and
knowledge of cultural diversity so
you're able to create inclusive
environments.
This is a special episode of
Pakistan Speaking. Dr. Rizwan
Niazi has invited Dr. Ahmad Rasa
Kirmani to share his expert
advice with young students and
researchers looking to make a
future in academia and science.

Recordings from open Sunday
webinars featuring interviews
with researchers who
successfully transitioned to
industry and career experts.
PhD: Tips for landing a good job
in industry as an academic.

Future
Learn
Future
Learn

Course
Free Register
(asynchronous
lectures)
Course
Free Register
(asynchronous
lectures)

Future
Learn

Course
Free Register
(asynchronous
lectures)

YouTube

video/lecture

Open

YouTube

video/lecture

Open

YouTube

Video
list Open
/interviews

Podcast
Hosting
platform

Podcast/
lectures

Open
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Turning Science by
David M. Giltner

9

{Intellectual
Property}

Intellectual Property
Law Primer

10

{Python, Data
Analysis}

Introduction to Data
Science in Python

11

{Python,
beginners}

Programming for
Everybody

13

{network analysis,
medicine}

Social Network
Analysis

16

PhD: Advice for PhDs in science
and engineering who are
searching to design and build
rewarding careers in industry.
Tyson Benson, Patent Attorney,
Advent IP, discusses intellectual
property laws and how for young
engineers full of ideas how to
protect themselves while trying
to enter the business and
industrial world.
Introduction to Python
programming language for
environmental data analysis and
visualization.
This course aims to teach
everyone the basics of
programming computers using
Python. We cover the basics of
how one constructs a program
from a series of simple
instructions in Python. The
course has no pre-requisites and
avoids all but the simplest
mathematics.
This course is designed to quite
literally ‘make a science’ out of
something at the heart of society:
social networks.

YouTube

Video
/lectures

list Open

IEEEtv

video/lecture

Coursera

Course
Free Register
(asynchronous
lectures)

Coursera

Course
Free Register
(asynchronous
lectures)

Coursera

Course
Free Register
(asynchronous
lectures)

Open
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Network Analysis in
Systems Biology

14

{entrepreneurship} Entrepreneurship:
From Business Idea
to Action
Technology
Entrepreneurship:
How to Start a New
Venture

An introduction to data
integration and statistical
methods used in contemporary
Systems Biology, Bioinformatics
and Systems Pharmacology
research. The course covers
methods to process raw data
from genome-wide mRNA
expression studies (microarrays
and RNA-seq) including data
normalization, differential
expression, clustering,
enrichment analysis and network
construction.
Improve your knowledge of
entrepreneurship and discover
how to plan, develop, nurture,
and build a successful business.
Find out how to recognize,
develop and exploit
entrepreneurial opportunities.
Start your own entrepreneurial
venture.

Coursera

Course
Free Register
(asynchronous
lectures)

Future
Learn

Course
Free Register
(asynchronous
lectures)

Future
Learn

Course
Free Register
(asynchronous
lectures)

Description

Platform

Type of
Availability
Activity
Course
Free Register
(asynchronous
lectures)

Table 5 Courses identified from the directors’ questionnaire.

No

keywords

Course Title

1

Clinical research
methodology

Improving Healthcare On this free online course, find
Through Clinical
out how medical treatments are
Research

Future
Learn

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 873105
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Academic Research
Methodology for
master's Students

2

Collaborative
Writing

discovered, tested and evaluated
to improve healthcare for all.
Understand the academic
research process at master’s
level and build the skills to define
research questions for a written
project.

Future
Learn

Collaborative
WritingVANDERBUILT
UNIVERSITY

Short
guide

COLLABORATIVE
WRITING/ WRITING
AN ARTICLE

Short
guide

COLLABORATIVE
WRITING STRATEGIES

Short
guide

Course
Free Register
(asynchronous
lectures)

Table 6 Courses that Students wish to have attended.

No

Keywords

1

Time
management/
Mental health
during PhD

18

Course Title

Description

Platform

Type of
activity

Availability

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 873105
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Project Management
Principles, Practices
and Systems

Grow your project management
skills, and understand project
management methodologies and
challenges.
Foundations of
Explore the fundamental aspects
Project Management of project management and
develop your understanding of
traditional project lifecycles.
Fundamentals of
Improve your project planning
Project Planning and and management skills and learn
Management
how to run effective projects at
work or in your daily life.
Decision-making and Explore big ideas about decisionRisk: An Introduction making and risk and learn about
the decision-making process, with
this course for professionals.
Emergency
An introduction to managing risk
Management: Risk,
and providing leadership during
Incidents and
emergency incidents.
Leadership
Discovering Science: You’ll learn about different types
Science Writing
of science writing and look at the
factors which you need to
consider writing a story.
Writing your article
This IEEE Author Education
for paper publication course is helpful for authors
interested in publishing in a
journal especially first-time
author.

Future
Learn

Course
Free Register
(asynchronous
lectures)

Future
Learn

Course
Free Register
(asynchronous
lectures)

Future
Learn

Course
Free Register
(asynchronous
lectures)

Future
Learn

Course
Free Register
(asynchronous
lectures)

Future
Learn

Course
Free Register
(asynchronous
lectures)

Future
Learn

Course
Free Register
(asynchronous
lectures)

IEEEtv

video/lecture

Open
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Best Practices for
Writing Your Article's
Title and Abstract

Writing Your Article
for Magazine
Publication
What Makes an
Effective
Presentation?

20

This IEEE Author Education
course provides best practices for
writing your article's title and
abstract. A well-written title and
abstract can help your article be
more visible and attractive to
readers.
his video guides authors on how
to publish in an IEEE magazine.

IEEEtv

video/lecture

Open

IEEEtv

video/lecture

Open

Explore the key elements of a
successful presentation and how
to give an effective presentation
in a business environment.

Future
Learn

Course
Free Register
(asynchronous
lectures)
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These modules can be divided into 4 categories, based on: (1) the knowledge/skills they
are providing, (ii) the thematic area. Each one of these categories can be considered as
a section that can be followed by students, depending on their needs. Each module
contains a variety of choices, including courses, informative videos or guidelines. The
four categories and the respective modules (depicted in Figure 1) are:
1. Research and Writing Skills:
a. Research methodology
b. Collaborative writing
c. Scientific Writing & Presentation
2. Career management:
a. Developing and Managing an Academic Career
b. Creative Thinking & Innovation
c. Career development for scientists
d. Opportunities for PhDs in Industry
e. Time management in PhD Studies
3. Programming and Data Analysis
a. Programming for non-programmers
b. Data analysis python
c. Web development with python
d. Network Analysis
4. Business
a. Exploring Intellectual Property
b. Project Management
c. Risk Assessment
d. Entrepreneurship
5. Other
a. Inclusive education
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Figure 6 State-of-the-art toolkit Modules

2.4 Google Classroom implementation
The online application Google Classroom gives l teachers the opportunity of
developing the activities electronically and remotely. Using Classroom and optionally
more tools, such as Google Drive, Google Documents, Gmail etc. Teachers can organize
full courses including notes, assignments and tests, of course following all the relevant
publicity rules.
The Classroom makes it easy for students to organize their tasks on Google Drive, as
well as to complete and deliver them within the time allowed by the teacher, while
enabling them to communicate directly with their teachers and classmates.
The Key Benefits of Google Classroom
1. Creation of tasks
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Classroom combines the functions of Google Documents, Google Drive, and Gmail to
make it easy for teachers to create and collect assignments without print material.
They can find out who did the homework and who did not, as well as provide
immediate feedback to each student, in real time. In cases where more than one
Action has been organized, you have the ability to create separate course areas, so
that the management by the students is clear.
2. Improve communication
Teachers can post announcements, ask questions and comment to their students in
real time, improving communication in and out of the classroom.
3. Organization
Classroom automatically creates folders in Google Drive for each task and for each
student. Students can easily find out what tasks are pending on the "Tasks" page.
4. Affordable and safe
Classroom is free for schools, non-profit organizations and individuals. It does not
contain ads and never uses your students' content or data for advertising purposes.
How does it work
The free online application facilitates teachers in creating and redistributing
educational materials, such as notes and assignments to students. Using Classroom
you can create a "digital" classroom, enabling each student to join simply by creating a
personal Gmail account.
The Classroom enables (via messages) direct communication between students and
teachers, so that the educational process develops as efficiently as possible, including
questions and answers to issues that arise through the development of a lesson.
By creating a "digital classroom", the application generates a password (unique for
each student) and a folder where they can "upload" their deliverables for evaluation
by the teacher.
The Google Classroom application is also available for mobile devices with iOS and
Android operating systems, giving teachers the same capabilities as with a Computer,
while also allowing to import photos directly from the camera, the distribution of
documents through third-party applications (web pages, pdf, etc.) and even offline
use.
Classroom works with most popular Browsers, such as Internet Explorer, Firefox and
Chrome.
First login
The google classroom is accessible through the classroom.google.com
If the user does not have a Google Account, then she/he needs to create one by
selecting Create Account.
Two users’ roles are defined:
-

Teacher: Can create and join classes in Google Classroom.
Student: can only join classes in google classroom

Create a class
The teacher is able to create a class by providing a set of information for the class, as
shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7 Create class screen

When the class is created, four main options are available to the teacher in order to
customize the calls (Figure 8).

Figure 8 main options for the class

Stream: post announcements for your class. When creating class materials under
‘classwork’ this stream will notify students about this. Students can react or post materials
under stream as well by default.
Classwork: post all your class materials like documents, questionnaires, video’s,
assignments and etc.
People: overview of all the people that are in your class. You can invite other teachers
here as well. Unfortunately, you cannot mail people from your class here. That can be
made from koncon mail instead.
Marks: list all your students, their handed-in assignments and marks.

Invite people in the class
When the teacher has built up the classroom with materials and modified the
notifications/publishing rights, it is the correct time to make the classroom available to
students and other people. To invite people to the classroom, the People tab on the
dashboard must be selected (Figure 9).
There are two ways in which participants can be invited to the classroom:
1. By adding their emails manually by clicking on the plus-icon
2. By sending students the class code (a class code is applicable only to students!)
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Figure 9 Invitation screen

Join a class
To join a classroom, the student (or the teacher) must log in to their gmail account at
classroom.google.com and then add the lesson by selecting Join class and prompt to
enter the class code that was send to them by the teacher.

Figure 10 two step procedure to join a class

3. Conclusion
The state-of-the-art toolkit analysis presented in this document serves two purposes.
First, it provides input for decision making and planning of Chameleons module delivery
through analysis of available learning platforms against the Chameleons requirements.
Second, it describes a Google Classroom implementation of learning resources that can
be made available for Chameleons consortium. This toolkit can be further developed
into evolving resource which can help ESRs also outside Chameleons consortium.
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